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with this publication of the proceedings of the third MPHS
conference and the anticipation of the fourth conference for 30
april 1983 it appears that our mormon pacific historical society
is now definitely off the ground we are genuinely grateful to
those loyal supporters who have stuck with us since the beginning
and also those who have learned what it is we are about and have
since joined forces with us ours is a great cause we hope to
increase not only knowledge about the mormon church in the pacific
nations but also pride in being associated with an activity about
which there is still a great amount of ignoranceignorance
ignorance ignorance which
we through our MPHS may help dispel
our theme for the 1982 conference make friends with the
past suggests another reason for the study of historythat
history that it
is just plain good fun to learn something so vital and interest
ng that can provide us with such great satisfaction
ing
if MPHS
has helped in doing that we are most pleased
many thanks to lance chase for chairing the conference and
for compiling these proceedings his secretary yvonne lowe has
also been a great help to us this past year
at our business meeting this year we will be electing three
new members to our executive council the council in turn will
select the new officers for the coming year hopefully next year
you will find a new name at the conclusion of the presidents
message
been fun
in the meantime
best wishes
kenneth baldridge president
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remarks at mormon pacific

historical so
clety meeting president camerons first official act as
the new president of BYU HC was to welcome the 1981 MPHS con
ference attenders he continued what is hoped will become
a tradition by welcoming guests at the 1982 MPHS conference
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cameron

with the following message
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formerly vice pres BYU EC
vision currently prof of english BYU director of
center for study of christian values in literature

beginnings OF THE MORMON CHURCH ON EUA
ISLAND
not ready for publication at printing
BYU HC
assoc
asl4oc prof ed psych BYUHC
time alsoc
first tongan LDS to
earn a doctoral degree bishop laie 2nd ward

panel A most enjoyable part of the conference consisted of a
panel discussion memories of CCH 1955 57 by millie and keawe enos jackie chang elaine makaio and william montgomery
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the kekauoha sisters rahab au ruby enos bella lin kee
popular laie singing group daughters of bishop poi
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born and reared in laie
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eona 1921 presided over most of
assignmentkona
clissold assignment
the hawaii LDS institutions including the oahu stake hawaii
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zion security as manager chairman of
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the bd of trustees of church college of HI dir of the
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NAPELA
RAPELA

conjunction with the 1983 MPHS conference dr ned
in conjuction
williams play napela was performed this original drama
tells the story of the first hawaiian alii to become a
mormon
later translated the book of mormon into hawaiian

